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�

�

– Building independence

– Building accountability

�

– Institutional coherence
• Balancing accountability & independence

– Performance of regulators
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� Ministerial regulatory powers have drastically
changed.
–  Previously based on:

• direct ownership,

• franchises and concessions

• command and control of private monopolies

– Few regulated parties, no or little competition

� Emergence of powerful forces since 1980s
– Technology

– Privatisation & liberalisation : new competitors

– Transition from monopolistic and heavily regulated markets with
powerful incumbents (national ‘champions’)

– Competition to attract Foreign Direct Investment

– Consumer rights
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� A multi-facet concept with many aims

� Economic cycle Vs political cycle
– Stable commitment to long-term policies
– Adjudications free from political and economic interferences

� Development of high level expertise

� Combination of new functions
– Competition and universal service obligation

� International drivers
– EU & WTO
– World Bank & OECD
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Independence from political interference
(Basic set up)
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Independence from stakeholders

� Independence from regulated companies
– Regulatory capture

• Information asymmetry
• Influence and corruption
• etc

� Other influences
– Financial investors
– Employees
– Consumers
– Others
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Independence from political interference
(Capacities)

� Clarity of mandate
� Legal basis
� Governance of the regulator

– Commission Vs individual person

� Appointment and dismissal
– Terms of office, reappointment, conflict of interest

� Resources
– Budget
– Staff (firing and hiring, salaries)
– Expertise

� Others
– Location
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� Accountability to consumers, taxpayers and citizens
– Quality of regulations :1995 OECD Recommendation

• Effective
• Efficient : benefits justify by costs and fairly distributed

• Alternatives to control and command

• Compliance-friendly
• Clear, simple and practical for users

– Quality of administrative procedures
• Consultation and communication
• Reporting on decisions

• Annual reports

– Financial and budgetary auditing
– Code of conducts
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� Balancing independence and
accountability

� Institutional Coherence
� Monitoring economic performance
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� Accountability through Parliament
– Parliament commissions
– Parliament staffers and internal resources

� Accountability through the Judiciary
– Judicial review (legal compliance)
– Appeals on Merits (decisions)
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� Economic and non-economic objectives
– Universal services
– Other criteria (e.g. environmental, safety, etc.)

� Coherence between sectoral regulators
– Duplication, co-ordination and competition
– Convergence
– Multi-sector regulators

� Relationship with Competition agencies
� Co-ordination between levels of governments

– supra and subnational
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Institutional performance

� Timeframe and flexibility
– Evolution of competition (mergers & withdrawals)
– Periodic reviews

� Economic performance of regulators
– Very little is known

� Tools
– Benchmarks
– Targets
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Conclusions

� Independent sectoral regulators are better than line
ministries in terms of transparency, efficiency and
political neutrality.

� Independence should be accompanied by
accountability mechanisms and coherence linkages
with the overall governance architecture

� But no universal practices exist:
– Viability is related to the political, economic, administrative

and social contexts
– Capacities are as important as the basic setting

� An OECD report on these different aspects will be
published in 2002


